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Chapter 

No. 

 

 
Name of 
chapter 

 
Marks With 

Option 

1 
 

Expressions and control statements in PHP 14 

2 
 

Arrays, Functions and Graphics 22 

3 Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP 24 

4 Creating and validating forms 16 

5 Database Operation 26 

Total Marks 102 
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Q.1  Attempt any FIVE                                     5*2=10 

 a) Expressions and control statements in PHP 

 b) Arrays, Functions and Graphics 

 c) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP 

 d) Creating and validating forms 

 e) Database Operation 

 f) Expressions and controlstatements in PHP 

 g) Database Operation 

Q.2  Attempt any THREE                                  3*4=12 

 a) Expressions and control statements in PHP 

 b) Arrays, Functions and Graphics 

 c) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP 

 d) Creating and validating forms 
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Q.3  Attempt any THREE                                    3*4=12 

 a) Database Operation 

 b) Expressions and control 

 c) Arrays, Functions and Graphics 

 d) Form and Event Handling 

Q.4  Attempt any THREE                                    3*4=12 

 a) Arrays, Functions and Graphics 

 b) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP 

 c) Creating and validating forms 

 d) Arrays, Functions and Graphics 

 e) Arrays, Functions and Graphics 

Q.5  Attempt any TWO                                        2*6=12 

 a) Database Operation 

 b) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP 

 c) Database Operation 

Q.6  Attempt any TWO                                     2*6=12 

 a) Database Operation 

 b) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP 

 c) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP 
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   COURSE: - Web Based Application Development with PHP(22619)    

PROGRAMME: - Computer Technology 

  Syllabus: - 

Unit 

No. 
Name of the Unit 

Course Outcome  

(CO) 

1 Expressions and control statements in PHP CO-619.01 

2 Arrays, Functions and Graphics CO-619.02 
 

 

Q.1 

 

Attempt any FOUR                                       4*2=8Marks 

Course Outcome 

(CO) 

a) Expressions and control statements in PHP CO-619.01 

b) Arrays, Functions and Graphics CO-619.02 

c) Expressions and control statements in PHP CO-619.01 

d) Arrays, Functions and Graphics CO-619.02 

e) Expressions and control statements in PHP CO-619.01 

f) Arrays, Functions and Graphics CO-619.02 

Q.2 Attempt any THREE                                   3*4=12 Marks  

a) Expressions and control statements in PHP CO-619.01 

b) Expressions and control statements in PHP CO-619.01 

c) Arrays, Functions and Graphics CO-619.02 

d) Arrays, Functions and Graphics CO-619.02 
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   COURSE: - Web Based Application Development with PHP(22619) 

PROGRAMME: - Computer Technology 

  Syllabus: - 

 

Unit 

No. 

 

Name of the Unit 

Course Outcome (CO) 

3 Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP CO-619.03 

4 Creating and validating forms CO-619.04 

5 Database Operation CO-619.05 

 

 

Q.1 

 

Attempt any FOUR                                       4*2=8Marks 

Course Outcome 

(CO) 

a) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP CO-619.03 

b) Creating and validating forms CO-619.04 

c) Database Operation CO-619.05 

d) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP CO-619.03 

e) Creating and validating forms CO-619.04 

f) Database Operation CO-619.05 

Q.2 Attempt any THREE                                   3*4=12 Marks  

a) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP CO-619.03 

b) Creating and validating forms CO-619.04 

c) Apply Object Oriented Concept in PHP CO-619.03 

d) Creating and validating forms CO-619.04 
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     COURSE: - Web Based Application Development with PHP(22619)    

PROGRAMME: - Computer Technology 

   CO. NO. Course Outcome 

CO-619.1 Develop program using control statement. 

 
CO-619.2 

 
Perform operations based on arrays and graphics. 

 
CO-619.3 

 
Develop programs by applying various object oriented concepts. 

 
CO-619.4 

 
Use form controls with validation to collect user's input. 

 
CO-619.5 

 
Perform database operations in PHP. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   Position in Question Paper                                           Total Marks-12 

Q.1. a) 2-Marks. 

Q.1. f) 2-Marks. 

Q.2. a) 4-Marks. 

Q.3. b) 4-Marks. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Descriptive Question 

1. Which tag is used to define PHP code? 

2. Write features of PHP. 

3. "Whole PHP code (script) is case sensitive" Justify true or false. 

4. Give difference between for each and for statement. 

5. What are the two types of comment tags? 

6. Example of static, local and, global variable. Explain it. 

7. How can we use while. do. While & switch statement? 

8. How we use else and elseif statement in PHP? 

9. Why PHP is known as Scripting language? 

10. Explain identical operator 

11. Explain the bitwise operator with suitable example.  

12. What is the difference between ++$j and $j++? 

13. How do you convert one variable type to another (say, a string to a number)? 

14. Difference between variables and constants in PHP. 

15. Explain in detail about Control Structures in PHP. 

16. Why var_dump( ) is preferable over print_r() ? 

17. What is type juggling?. 

18. Write any 5 web server name. 

19. Write a Script to construct the following pattern, using a nested for loop. 

* 

* * 
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* * * 

* * * * 

20. Write a PHP script using nested for loop that creates a chess board .Use 

table width=”270px” and take 30px as cell height and width. 

21. Write PHP program to print factorial of number. 

22. Write PHP program to print reverse of number. 

 

MCQ Question 

(Total number of Question=Marks*3=12*3=36) 

Note: Correct answer is marked with bold. 

1 PHP supports ____ types of looping techniques? 

  a) 2 c) 4 

  b) 3 d) 5 

2 How many main parameter are used in for loop? 

  a) 2 c) 4 

  b) 3 d) 1 

3 do-while loop is an _____ control loop ? 

  a) exit c) easy 

  b) exist d) entry 

4 while loop is an _____ control loop ? 

  a) exit c) easy 

  b) exist d) entry 

5 foreach loop is used to iterate over ____? 

  a) number c) function 

  b) object d) array 

6 Which loop evaluates the condition expression as Boolean, if it is true, it executes 

the statements and when it is false it will terminate? 

  a) For loop c) do-while loop 

  b) while loop d)  All of the above 

7 What will be the output of the following PHP code? 
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  a) 1 3 5 7 9 c) 9 7 5 3 1 

  b) 1 2 3 4 5 d) Error 

8 What will be the output of the following PHP code? 

   

  

 

  a) Error c) infinite loop 

  b) No Output d) Only one garbage value 

9 What will be the output of the following PHP code? 

   

  

 

  a) Error c) infinite loop 

  b) No Output d) 4 

10 How many different data types are available in php? 

  a) 6 c) 8 

  b) 7 d) 9 

11 How many compound data types are available in php? 

  a) 1 c) 3 

  b) 2 d) 4 
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12 Which one is not a data type in PHP? 

  a) Resources c) Null 

  b) Objects d) Void 

13 The range of integers must lie between ___________? 

  a)  -2^15 to 2^15. c)  -2^31 to 2^31. 

  b)  -2^16 to 2^16. d)  -2^32 to 2^32. 

14 How many value does Boolean data type hold? 

  a) 1 c) 3 

  b) 2 d) 4 

15 Objects are defined as instances of user defined classes that can hold 

____________? 

  a) values c) both values and functions 

  b) functions d) None of the above 

16 Any variables declared in PHP must begin with a _____? 

  a) . c) & 

  b) # d) $ 

17 A variable can have ________? 

  a)  long descriptive names c) Both A and B 

  b) short names d) None of the above 

18 A variable name can only contain ____________? 

  a)  alphanumeric characters c) Both A and B 

  b) underscores d) None of the above 

19 Variable names in PHP must start with ? 

  a) letter c) no numbers 

  b) underscore d) All of the above 

20 PHP variables are case-sensitive? 

  
a)  True c) 

 For "sum" variable it is case-

sensitive 

  b)  False d)  None of the above 

21 How many variable scope are there in php? 

  a) 2 c) 1 

  b) 3 d) 4 

22 PHP supports ____ types of looping techniques? 

  a) 2 c) 4 

  b) 3 d) 5 

23 How many main parameter are used in for loop? 

  a) 2 c) 4 

  b) 3 d) 1 

24 do-while loop is an _____ control loop ? 
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  a)  exit c)  easy 

  b)  exist d)  entry 

25 while loop is an _____ control loop ? 

  a)  exit c)  easy 

  b)  exist d)  entry 

26 foreach loop is used to iterate over ____? 

  a)  number c)  function 

  b)  object d)  array 

27 Which loop evaluates the condition expression as Boolean, if it is true, it executes 

the statements and when it is false it will terminate? 

  a)  For loop c)  do-while loop 

  b)  while loop d)  All of the above 

28 How many ways user can print output in PHP? 

  a) 1 c) 3 

  b) 2 d) 4 

29 print statement can take _____ argument? 

  a) 1 c) 3 

  b) 2 d) 4 

30 How many return value does echo statement has? 

  a) 1 c) 3 

  b) 2 d) 0 

31 Echo statement is written under parentheses? 

 a)  True 

 b)  False 

 c)  Only for string it written under parentheses 

 d)  Only for variable it written under parentheses 

32 Which statement is faster among echo and print? 

  a)  echo c) echo and print has same speed 

  b) print d) None of the above 

33   PHP Stands for? 

  a) PHP Hypertex Processor c) PHP Hyper Markup Preprocessor 

  b) PHP Hyper Markup Processor d) PHP Hypertext Preprocessor 

34   PHP is an example of ___________ scripting language. 

  a) Server-side c) Browser-side 

  b) Client-side d) In-side 

35    Who is known as the father of PHP? 

  a) Rasmus Lerdorf c) Drek Kolkevi 
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  b) Willam Makepiece d) List Barely 

36    Which of the following is not true? 

  a) PHP can be used to develop web applications. 

 b) PHP makes a website dynamic 

 c) PHP applications can not be compile 

  d) PHP can not be embedded into html. 

37    PHP scripts are enclosed within _______ 

  a) <php> . . . </php> c) ?php . . . ?php 

  b) <?php . . . ?> d) <p> . . . </p> 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   Position in Question Paper                                           Total Marks-16 

Q.1. b) 2-Marks. 

Q.2. b) 4-Marks. 

Q.3. c) 4-Marks. 

Q.4. a) 4-Marks 

Q.4. d) 4-Marks 

Q.4. e) 4-Marks 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Descriptive Question  

1. Explain any four math function available in PHP. 

2. How will you create arrays in PHP? 

3. Write notes on formatting strings with PHP. Describe about drawing a new image in 

PHP 

4. Write the difference between built in function & user defined function. 

5. Explain any four string manipulating function with example. 

6. Explain exploding & imploding function example. 

7. How to remove leading and trailing spaces of the strings? 

8. How to traversing array with different ways? 

9. How to search an element from array using built in function?  

10. Write a short note sorting on array. 

11. How to remove any element from array? 

12. How will you find number of elements in array? 

13. List string related function? 

14. Explain any two. List date related functions. Explain any two. 

15. Write a function that prompts the user for a color and uses what they 
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select to set the background color of the new webpage opened 

16. Explain the scope of variable with the help of programming example 

17. How to retrieve a position of desired word from the string 

MCQ Question 

(Total number of Question=Marks*3=16*3=48) 

Note: Correct answer is marked with bold 

 1 How to define a function in PHP? 

  a)  function {function body} 

  b) data type functionName(parameters) {function body} 

 c) functionName(parameters) {function body} 

 d) function functionName(parameters) {function body} 

2 What will be the output of the following PHP code? 

   

  

 

  a) Error c) 42 

  b) 0 d) 84 

3 Array values are keyed by ______ values (called indexed arrays) or using 

______ values (called associative arrays). Of course, these key methods 

can be combined as well. 

  a)  Float, string c)  String, Boolean 

  
b) 

 Positive number, negative 

number 
d) 

 Integer, string 

4 What will the following script output? 

    <?php 

    $array = array (1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55); 

    $sum = 0; 

    for ($i = 0; $i < 5; $i++) { 

    $sum += $array[$array[$i]]; 
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    } 

    echo $sum; 

    ?> 

  a) 78 c)  NULL 

  b) 19 d) 5 

5 What elements will the following script output? 

    <?php 

    $array = array (true => 'a', 1 => 'b'); 

    var_dump ($array); 

    ?> 

  a)  1 => 'b' c)  None 

  b)  True => 'a', 1 => 'b' d)  It will output NULL 

6 Which array function checks if the specified key exists in the array 

  a)  array_key_exist() c)  array_keys_exists() 

  b)  array_key_exists() d)  arrays_key_exists() 

7 There are three different kind of arrays: 

  a)  Numeric array, String array, Multidimensional array 

  b)  Numeric array, Associative array, Dimensional array 

 c)  Numeric array, Associative array, Multidimensional array 
 d)  Const array, Associative array, Multidimensional array 

8 Absent any actual need for choosing one method over the other, does 

passing arrays by value to a read-only function reduce performance 

compared to passing them by reference? 

  
a) 

 Yes, because the interpreter must always create a copy of the array 

before passing it to the function. 

  b)  Yes, but only if the function modifies the contents of the array. 

 c)  Yes, but only if the array is large. 

 d)  No. 

9 Assume you would like to sort an array in ascending order by value while 

preserving key associations. Which of the following PHP sorting functions 

would you use? 

  a)  ksort() c)  krsort() 

  b)  asort() d)  sort() 

10 What function computes the difference of arrays? 

  a)  array_diff c)  arrays_diff 

  b)  diff_array d)  diff_arrays 

11   What functions count elements in an array? 

  a)  count c)  Array_Count 

  b)  Sizeof d)  Count_array 

12 What array will you get if you convert an object to an array? 
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  a)  An array with properties of that object as the array's elements. 
  b)  An array with properties of that array as the object's elements. 

  c) An array with properties of that object as the Key elements. 

  d) An array with keys of that object as the array's elements. 

13 Which of the following will not combine strings $s1 and $s2 into a single 

string? 

  a)  $s1 + $s2 c)  $s1.$s2 

  b)  "{$s1}{$s2}" d)  implode(' ', array($s1,$s2)) 

14 Given a variable $email containing the string user@example.com, which 

of the following statements would extract the string example.com? 

  a)  substr($email, strpos($email, "@")); 

 b)  strstr($email, "@"); 

 c)  strchr($email, "@"); 

  d)  substr($email, strpos($email, "@")+1); 

15 Given a comma-separated list of values in a string, which function from 

the given list can create an array of each individual value with a single 

call? 

  a)  strstr() c)  extract() 

  
b) 

 Cannot be done with a single 

function 
d) 

 explode() 

16 What is the best all-purpose way of comparing two strings? 

  a)  Using the strpos function c)  Using strcasecmp() 

  b)  Using the == operator d)  Using strcmp() 

17 The ___________ function can be used to compare two strings using a 

case-insensitive binary algorithm 

  a)  strcmp() c)  strcasecmp() 

  b)  stricmp() d)  stristr() 

18 In PHP, the difference between double quote and single quote is that 

variables . . . . in single quoted strings whereas they . . . . . in double quoted 

strings. 

  a)  are not parsed, are parsed c)   

  b)  are parsed, are not parsed d)   

19 PHP strings are binary-safe (i.e. they can contain null bytes) . Their size is 

limited only by the amount of memory that is available to PHP. 

  a)  True c)   

  b)  False d)   

20 Print substr (‘watch out for that tree’,20,5); 

  What is the output of above statement? 

  a)  tree c)  ree 

  b)  tree’ d)  none of above 
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21 $var = 'HELLO WORLD!'; 

  $var = ucfirst($var); 

  What is the value of var? 

  a)  Hello World! c)  Hello world! 

  b)  hello world! d)  HELLO WORLD! 

22 The functions strtolower() and strtoupper() work on individual characters 

and not on entire strings. 

  a)  True b) False 
23 For trim, ltrim or rtrim, whitespace is defined as 

  a)  newline c)  both a and B 

  b)  space d)  all of above 

24 Heredoc's are a great alternative to quoted strings because of increased 

readability and maintainability. 

  a)  True c)   

  b)  False d)   

25 Which of the below is most useful for debugging: 

  a)  print() c)  print_r() 

  b)  printf() d)  echo 

26 $name = “John”; 

  $message = ‘Hello, $name’; 

  What is the value of message? 

  a)  Hello, John c)  ‘Hello, $name’ 

  b)  it will print an error message d)  none of above 

27 $str = "Hello fri3nd, you're feeling happy today?”; 

  echo str_word_count($str);     

  a) 7 c) 5 

  b) 6 d) 4 

28 Why trim() function is used in php? 

  a) to remove whitespaces c) to remove uppercase alphabet 

  b) to remove lowercase alphabet d) to remove underscore 

29 The gd Library is used creating and manipulating of _____ 

  a) Images c) Arrays 

  b) Network d) None of above 

30 The ImageColorAllocate() function is used for _____ 

  a) Image Creation c) Color Match 

  b) Color Allocation d) Color Reset 

31 How many types of functions are available in php? 

  a) 5 c) 3 

  b) 4 d) 2 

32 Which of the following is not a built-in function in php ? 
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  a)  print_r() c)  fclosed() 

  b)  fopen() d)  gettype() 

33 Why should we use functions? 

  a)  Reusability c)  Easily maintained 

  b)  Easier error detection d)  All of the above 

34 A function name always begins with the keyword _________. 

  a)  fun c)  function 

  b)  def d)  None of the above 

35 A function name cannot start with a ____ 

  a)  alphabet c)  number 

  b)  underscore d)  Both C and B 

36 A function name is not case-sensitive? 

  
a)  True b) False 

37 How many types of array are available in php? 

  a) 1 c) 3 

  b) 2 d) 4 

38 By default, the index of array in php starts from ______? 

  a) 0 c) -1 

  b) 1 d) 2 

39 A ________ is an array with more than two dimensions. 

  a)  single dimensional array c)  Both A and B 

  b)  multi dimensional array d)  None of the above 

40 Which of the following are correct ways of creating an array? 

    i) arr[0] = "letsfindcourse"; 

    ii) $arr[] = array("letsfindcourse"); 

    iii) $arr[0] = "letsfindcourse"; 

    iv) $arr = array("letsfindcourse"); 

  a)  ii), iii) and iv) c)  Only i) 

  b)  ii) and iii) d)  iii) and iv) 

41 Which in-built function will add a value to the end of an array? 

  a)  array_unshift() c)  inend_array() 

  b)  into_array() d)  array_push() 

42 Which function returns an array consisting of associative key/value pairs? 

  a)  count() c)  array_count_values() 

  b)  array_count() d)  count_values() 

43 In how many ways we can create strings in PHP? 

  a) 1 c) 3 

  b) 2 d) 4 

44 Which type of string can processes special characters inside quotes? 

  a)  single quote string c)  Both A and B 
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  b)  double quote string d)  None of the above 

45 Which of the following is not a Built-in String functions in php? 

  a)  strlen() c)  strpos() 

  b)  str_replace() d)  strreverse() 

46 Why trim() function is used in php? 

  a)  to remove whitespaces c)  to remove uppercase alphabet 

  b)  to remove lowercase alphabet d)  to remove underscore 

47  Which of the following is the output of the below code? 

    <?php  

    echo strpos("Hello letsfindcourse!", "lets"), " \n";  

    ?> 

  a) 4 c) 6 

  b) 5 d) 7 

48 Which of the following is the output of the below code? 

    <?php  

    var_dump(strpos("Hello letsfindcourse!", "course"));  

    ?> 

  a)  int(13) c)  int(14) 

  b)  char(14) d)  int(15) 

49 Which is true about var_dump() function? 

  a)  var_dump() loops infinitely 

  b)  var_dump() cuts off loop afetr getting same element two times 

 
c) 

 var_dump() cuts off loop after getting the same element three 

times 
 d)  var_dump() cuts off loop after getting the same element five times 

50 The ________ function compares the two strings s1 and s2, ignoring the 

case of the characters. 

  a)  strtolower() c)  strcasecmp() 

  b)  toLowerCase() d)  lc() 

51 Returns a string arguments with trilling blank space removed, is a behavior 

of 

  a)  starts( ) function c)  rtrim( ) function 

  b)  chop( ) function d)  lc() 

52 What is the output of the following php code? 

    <?php 

        $username = "letsfindcourse"; 

        if (preg_match("([^a-z])",$username)) 

            echo "Name must be all lowercase!"; 

        else 

            echo "Name is all lowercase!"; 

        ?> 
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  a)  Error c)  Name must be all lowercase! 

  b)  No Output d)  Name is all lowercase! 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   Position in Question Paper                                           Total Marks-16 

Q.1. c) 2-Marks. 

Q.2. c) 4-Marks. 

Q.3. d) 4-Marks. 

Q.4. b) 4-Marks. 

Q.5. b) 6-Marks. 

Q.6. b) 6-Marks. 

Q.6. c) 6-Marks. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Descriptive Question 

1. What is the purpose of $this & extends? 

2. What are serializable objects in PHP? 

3. How to access properties and methods explain with example and also explain $this 

variable? 

4. How to declare and access properties of class. 

5. List types of constructors. Explain any one with suitable example. 

6. Define term constructor and destructor. 

7. List types of inheritance. Explain any one with suitable example. 

8. How multiple inheritance is achieved in PHP ? 

9. Explain method overloading concept in PHP with suitable example. 

10. Explain method overriding concept in PHP with suitable example.  

11. Explain types of overloading in PHP. 

12. Explain magic methods in PHP 

13. Describe final class and final method. 

14. Explain cloning object in PHP. 

15. Explain in detail the types of inheritance supports by PHP. 
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MCQ Question 

(Total number of Question=Marks*3=16*3=48) 

Note: Correct answer is marked with bold 

1 A function in PHP which starts with __ (double underscore) is known as 

__________ 

  a)  Magic Function c)  Default Function 

  b)  Inbuilt Function d)  User Defined Function 

2 Which one of the following functions is used to determine whether a class 

  a) exist () c) class_exist() 

  b) exist_class() d) __exist() 

3 Which keyword allows class members (methods and properties) to be used 

without needing to instantiate a new instance of the class? 

  a) protected c) static 

  b) final d) private 

4 Which of the following advanced OOP features is/ are not supported by PHP? i) 

  

  

Method overloading ii) Multiple 

Inheritance iii) Namespaces iv) 

Object Cloning     

  a) All of the mentioned c) i) and ii) 

  b) None of the mentioned d) iii) and iv) 

5 The practice of separating the user from the true inner workings of an application 

through well-known interfaces is known as _________ 

  a)  Polymorphism c)  Encapsulation 

  b)  Inheritance d)  Abstraction 

6 Which of the following term originates from the Greek language that means 

“having multiple forms,” defines OOP’s ability to redefine, a class’s 

characteristics? 

  a)  Abstraction c)  Inheritance 

  b)  Polymorphism d)  Differential 

7 The practice of creating objects based on predefined classes is often referred to as 

______________ 

  a)  class creation c)  object instantiation 

  b)  object creation d)  class instantiation 

8 Which one of the following property scopes is not supported by PHP? 

  a)  friendly c)  public 
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  b)  final d)  static 

9 Which one of the following can be used to instantiate an object in PHP assuming 

class name to be Foo? 

  a)  $obj = new $foo; c)  $obj = new foo (); 

  b)  $obj = new foo; d)  obj = new foo (); 

10 Which one of the following is the right way to define a constant? 

  a)  constant PI = “3.1415”; c)  constant PI = ‘3.1415’; 

  b)  const $PI = “3.1415”; d)  const PI = ‘3.1415’; 

11 Which one of the following is the right way to call a class constant, given that the 

class is mathFunction? 

  a)  echo PI; c)  echo mathFunction::PI; 

  b)  echo mathFunction->PI; d)  echo mathFunction=PI; 

12 Which one of the following is the right way to invoke a method? 

  a)  $object->methodName(); c)  object::methodName(); 

  b)  object->methodName(); d)  $object::methodName(); 

13 Which method scope prevents a method from being overridden by a subclass? 

  a)  Abstract c)  Final 

  b)  Protected d)  Static 

14 Which of the following statements is/are true about Constructors in PHP? 

    i) PHP 4 introduced class constructors. 

    ii) Constructors can accept parameters. 

    iii) Constructors can call class methods or other functions. 

    iv) Class constructors can call on other constructors. 

  a)  ii) c)  i), ii), iii) and iv) 

  b)  ii) and iii) d)  ii), iii) and iv) 

15 PHP recognizes constructors by the name _________ 

  a)  classname() c)  function _construct() 

  b)  _construct() d)  function __construct() 

16 Which version of PHP introduced the instanceof keyword? 

  a)  PHP 4 c)  PHP 5.3 

  b)  PHP 5 d)  PHP 6 

17 Which one of the following functions is used to determine whether a class exists? 

  a)  exist() c)  class_exist() 

  b)  exist_class() d)  __exist() 
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18 Which one of the following functions is used to determine object type? 

  a)  obj_type() c)  is_a() 

  b)  type() d)  is_obj() 

19 Which one of the following keyword is used to inherit our subclass into a 

superclass? 

  a)  extends c)  inherit 

  b)  implements d)  include 

20 Which keyword is used to refer to properties or methods within the class itself? 

  a)  private c)  protected 

  b)  public d)  $this 

21 Which keyword allows class members (methods and properties) to be used 

without needing to instantiate a new instance of the class? 

  a)  protected c)  static 

  b)  final d)  private 

22 Which of the following advanced OOP features is/are not supported by PHP? 

    i) Method overloading     

    ii) Multiple Inheritance     

    iii) Namespaces     

    iv) Object Cloning     

  a)  i) c)  i) and ii) 

  b)  ii) d)  iii) and iv) 

23 Which version of PHP introduced the advanced concepts of OOP? 

  a)  PHP 4 c)  PHP 5.3 

  b)  PHP 5 d)  PHP 6 

24 Which one of the following is the right way to clone an object? 

  a)  _clone(targetObject); 

 b)  destinationObject = clone targetObject; 

 c)  destinationObject = _clone(targetObject); 

  d)  destinationObject = clone(targetObject); 

25 The class from which the child class inherits is called ________ 

    i) Child class     

    ii) Parent class     

    iii) Super class     

    iv) Base class     

  a)  Only i) c)  Only iii) 
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  b)  ii), iii) and iv) d)  ii) and iv) 

26 Which of the following is/are true for an abstract class? 

    i) Abstract classes in PHP are declared with the help of abstract keywor 

    ii) A class is declare abstract by using the keyword implements. 

  
  

iii) It is a class that really isn’t supposed to ever be instantiated but instead 

serves as a base class. 

    iv) Attempting to instantiate an abstract class results in an error. 

  a)  Only i) c)  ii) and iv) 

  b)  Only iii) d)  ii), iii) and iv) 

27 If one intends to create a model that will be assumed by a number of closely 

related objects, which class must be used? 

  a)  Normal class c)  Abstract class 

  b)  Static class d)  Interface 

28 If your object must inherit behavior from a number of sources you must use a/an 

  a)  Interface c)  Abstract class 

  b)  Object d)  Static class 

29 Which method is used to tweak an object’s cloning behavior? 

  a)  clone() c)  _clone 

  b)  __clone() d)  object_clone() 

30 Which feature allows us to call more than one method or function of the class in 

single instruction? 

  a)  Typecasting c)  Method adding 

  b)  Method Including d)  Method chaining 

31 Which magic method is used to implement overloading in PHP? 

  a)  __call c)  __wakeup 

  b)  __invoke d)  __unset 

32  Objects are also known as ______. 

  a)  reference c)  class 

  b)  template d)  instances 

33 Object are created using ____ keyword? 

  a)  create c)  new 

  b)  object d)  None of the above 

34 A member function typically accesses members of _____ object only 

  a)  current c)  next 
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  b)  previous d)  All of the above 

35 Constructor is also called ____ function 

  a)  find c)  automatic 

  b)  key d)  magic 

36 PHP recognizes constructors by the name. 

  a)  classname() c)  function _construct() 

  b)  _construct() d)  function __construct() 

37 Which one of the following functions is used to determine object type? 

  a)  obj_type() c)  is_a() 

  b)  type() d)  is_obj() 

38 Which one of the following can be used to instantiate an object in PHP assuming 

class name to be LFC? 

  a)  $obj = new $LFC; c)  $obj = new LFC (); 

  b)  $obj = new LFC; d)  obj = new LFC (); 

39 Classes are the _______ of objects. 

     type c)  reference 

     blueprints d)  instances 

40 Class is a programmer-defined data type, which includes _____ methods and 

______ variable? 

  a)  local, global c)  global, local 

  b)  global, global d)  local, local 

41 What will be the syntax of defining the class? 

  a)  class lfc () c)  class lfc {} 

  b)  class lfc [] d)  lfc class{} 

42 We define our own class by starting with the keyword ______ ? 

  a)  class c)  auto 

  b)  function d)  var 

43 Which one of the following functions is used to determine whether a class exists? 

  a)  exist() c)  class_exist() 

  b)  exist_class() d)  __exist() 

44 Which keyword is used to refer to properties or methods within the class itself? 

  a)  Private c)  Protected 

  b)  public d)  this 

45 Which one of the following is the right way to call a class constant, given that the 

class is mathFunction? 

  a)  echo mathFunction->PI; c)  echo mathFunction::PI; 
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  b)  echo PI; d)  echo mathFunction=PI; 

46 The class from which the child class inherits is called 

    (i) Child class     

    (ii) Parent class     

    (iii) Super class     

    (iv) Base class     

  a)  Only (i) c)  Only (iii) 

  b)  (ii), (iii) and (iv) d)  (ii) and (iv) 

47 PHP recognises constructors by the name . . . . . 

     _construct c)  __constructor 

     __construct d)  _constructor 

48 In . . . . . constructors, it is important to remember that you have to call the parent 

constructor explicitly. 

  a)  Singleton c)  public 

  b)  secure d)  subclass 

49 Constructor and destructor methods have no . . . . . . and are called automatically 

- they cannot be called explicitly and consequently their declarations need no 

access specifier. 

  a)  parameters c)  return value 

  b)  destructor d)  aproval 

50 You can invoke class constructors that don’t have any relation to the instantiated 

object by simply prefacing _constructor with the class name like 

  a)  classname::__construct() c)  classname=>__construct() 

  b)  classname:__construct() d)  classname->__construct() 

51 . . . . . . is a class which can only be instantiated once. You can effectively only 

have one object per . . . . . class in an application. 

  a)  Constructor, Singleton c)  Singleton, Singleton 

  b)  Singleton, Constructor d)  Loader, Loader 

52 Even if you don’t delete the object yourself using . . . . . , PHP still calls the 

destructor when it determines that the object is no longer use 

  a)  destructor c)  rem() 

  b)  del() d)  unset() 

53 serialize ( ) function takes a value of any type and then 

  a)   Decodes the value in integer form c)  Changes the value into characters 

  b)   Encodes a value into strings d)   None of them 

54 After unserialize ( ) function which function is called 
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  a)   __sleep ( ) c)  __wakeup ( ) 

  b)   __alive ( ) d)   None of them 

55 For changing the string again into the original value which function is used 

  a)   overloading ( ) c)  serialize ( ) 

  b)   overriding ( ) d)   unserialize ( ) 

56 The __sleep ( ) function is called when you 

  a)   serialize an object c)  Share an object 

  b)   unserialize an object d)   Choose an object 

57 For ¡nding the data in the object is valid and consistent across the   instance 

which function is used 

  a)   __sleep ( ) c)  __test ( ) 

  b)   __wakeup ( ) d)   selfT est ( ) 

58 get_class ( ) function returns the name of class from where 

  a)   A function belongs to c)  A constructor belongs to 

  b)   An object belongs to d)   All of them 

59 Which function returns TRUE if the string argument is the name of a class? 

  a)   get_class ( ) c)  class_exists 

  b)   exist_class ( ) d)   None of them 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   Position in Question Paper                                           Total Marks- 16 

Q.1. d) 2-Marks. 

Q.2. d) 4-Marks. 

Q.4. c) 4-Marks. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Descriptive Question 

1. Explain self-processing forms in PHP with example 

2. Write a PHP program that demonstrate form element (input elements). 

3. Write a PHP program that demonstrates passing data using GET method. 

4. Write a PHP program that demonstrates passing data using POST ethod. 

5. How does the form information get from the browser to the server? 

6. What is the difference between get and post methods? 

7. How does PHP handle forms with multiple selections? 

8. What is the difference between Session and Cook ie ? 

9. How can we destroy the cookie? 

10. What is the use of session_start() ? 

11. How to register a variable in PHP session ? How to validate user input 

PHP? Explain 

12. Write a program to create a session, to set a value in session, and to 

remove data from a session. 

13. Write a PHP code to find greatest of two numbers? Accept numbers from 

users 

14. Create Customer form like Customer name, Address, mobile no, item purchase, 

Amount using different form input element & display user inserted values in new PHP 
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form 

15. Create Employee form like Employee name, Address, Mobile no, Date of birth, Post 

& Salary using different form input element & display user inserted values in same 

PHP form 

16. A simple calculator web application that takes 2 numbers and an operator (+,-,*,/,%) 

from an HTML page and returns the result page with the operation performed on the 

operands. 

17. Write a program that demonstrates use of cookies. 

18.  Write a PHP program that demonstrates use of session 

19.  Write a simple PHP program to check that emails are valid. 

20.  Explain the superglobals PHP 

21. Define session and cookies 

22. Define cookies. What is the need of it? 

23. Define Cookie. How to create & delete it How can we retrieve a Cookie value? 

 

MCQ Question 

(Total number of Question=Marks*3=8*3=24) 

Note: Correct answer is marked with bold 

1  Which one of the following is the very first task executed by a session enabled 

page? 

  a)  Delete the previous session 

  b)  Start a new session 

 c) Check whether a valid session exists 

 d)  Handle the session 

2 How many ways can a session data be stored? 

  a) 3 c) 5 

  b) 4 d) 6 

3 Which directive determines how the session information will be stored? 
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  a)  save_data c)  session.save_data 

  b)  session.save d)  session.save_handler 

4 Which one of the following is the default PHP session name? 

  a)  PHPSESSID c)  PHPSESSIONID 

  b)  PHPSESID d)  PHPIDSESS 

5 If session.use_cookie is set to 0, this results in use of _____________ 

  a)  Session c)  URL rewriting 

  b)  Cookie d)  Nothing happens 

6 If the directive session.cookie_lifetime is set to 3600, the cookie will live until 

____________ 

  a)  3600 sec c)  3600 hrs 

  b)  3600 min d)  the browser is restarted 

7 Neglecting to set which of the following cookie will result in the cookie’s domain 

being set to the host name of the server which generated it. 

  a)  session.domain c)  session.cookie_path 

  b)  session.path d)  session.cookie_domain 

8 What is the default number of seconds that cached session pages are made 

available before the new pages are created? 

  a) 360 c) 3600 

  b) 180 d) 1800 

9 What is the default time(in seconds) for which session data is considered valid? 

  a) 1800 c) 1440 

  b) 3600 d) 1540 

10 Which one of the following function is used to start a session? 

  a)  start_session() c)  session_begin() 

  b)  session_start() d)  begin_session() 

11 Which function is used to erase all session variables stored in the current session? 

  a)  session_destroy() c)  session_remove() 

  b)  session_change() d)  session_unset() 

12 What will the function session_id() return is no parameter is passed? 

  a)  Current Session Identification Number 

 b)  Previous Session Identification Number 

 c)  Last Session Identification Number 

  d)  Error 

13 Which one of the following statements should you use to set the session username 

to Nachi? 
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  a)  $SESSION[‘username’] = “Nachi”; 

  b)  $_SESSION[‘username’] = “Nachi”; 
 c)  session_start(“nachi”); 

 d)  $SESSION_START[“username”] = “Nachi”; 

14 What will be the output of the following PHP code? (Say your previous session 

username was nachi.) 

    1. unset($_SESSION['username']);     

  

  

2. printf("Username now set to: %s", 

$_SESSION['username']); 
  

  

  a)  Username now set to: nachi c)  Username now set to: 

  b)  Username now set to: System d)  Error 

15 An attacker somehow obtains an unsuspecting user’s SID and then using it to 

impersonate the user in order to gain potentially sensitive information. This attack 

is known as __________ 

  a)  session-fixation c)  session-hijack 

  b)  session-fixing d)  session-copy 

16 Which parameter determines whether the old session file will also be deleted when 

the session ID is regenerated? 

  a)  delete_old_file c)  delete_old_session_file 

  b)  delete_old_session d)  delete_session_file 

17 Which function effectively deletes all sessions that have expired? 

  a)  session_delete() c)  session_garbage_collect() 

  b)  session_destroy() d)  SessionHandler::gc 

18 Which function is used to transform PHP’s session-handler behavior into that 

defined by your custom handler? 

  a)  session_set_save() c)  Session_handler() 

  b)  session_set_save_handler() d)  session_save_handler() 

19 The session_start() function must appear _________ 

  a)  after the html tag c)  before the body tag 

  b)  after the body tag d)  before the html tag 

20 What is the return type of session_set_save_handler() function? 

  a)  boolean c)  float 

  b)  integer d)  character 

21 Which of the following can be used to get data sent via get or post method in PHP 

? 

  a) $_REQUEST c) $_POST  
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  b) $_GET d) None of these 

22 Which one of the following function is 

used to send an e-mail using PHP script ?     

  a) Mail() c) mail_send() 

  b) send_mail() d) None of these 

23 Which two predefined variables are used to retrieve information from forms? 

  a)  $GET & $SET c)  $__GET & $__SET 

  b)  $_GET & $_SET d)  GET & SET 

24 The attack which involves the insertion of malicious code into a page frequented 

by other users is known as _______________ 

  a)  basic sql injection c)  cross-site scripting 

  b)  advanced sql injection d)  scripting 

25 When you use the $_GET variable to collect data, the data is visible to 

___________ 

  a)  none c)  everyone 

  b)  only you d)  selected few 

26 When you use the $_POST variable to collect data, the data is visible to 

___________ 

  a)  none c)  everyone 

  b)  only you d)  selected few 

27 Which variable is used to collect form data sent with both the GET and POST 

methods? 

  a)  $BOTH c)  $REQUEST 

  b)  $_BOTH d)  $_REQUEST 

28 Which one of the following should not be used while sending passwords or other 

sensitive information? 

  a)  GET c)  REQUEST 

  b)  POST d)  NEXT 

29 Which function is used to remove all HTML tags from a string passed to a form? 

  a)  remove_tags() c)  tags_strip() 

  b)  strip_tags() d)  tags_remove() 

30 To validate an email address, which flag is to be passed to the function 

filter_var()? 

  a)  FILTER_VALIDATE_EMAIL c)  VALIDATE_EMAIL 

  b)  FILTER_VALIDATE_MAIL d)  VALIDATE_MAIL 

31 How many validation filters like FILTER_VALIDATE_EMAIL are currently 

available? 
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  a) 5 c) 7 

  b) 6 d) 8 

32 A special kind of a file that is located in filesystem of your browser and can be 

read and write from web server, is calls as 

  a) Session c) Script 

  b) Cookies d) All of them 

33 Using $_SESSION, $HTTP_SESSION_VARS functions can be dangerous, so that 

you can use 

  a) session_destroy ( ) c) set ( ) 

  b) session_unset ( ) d) None of them 

34 In PHP, cookies are set by using the 

  a) setcookie ( ) function c) cookie_set ( ) function 

  b) set ( ) function d) None of them 

35 www-authenticate mechanism works only under the 

  a) Apache web server c) ISS servers 

  b) CGI servers d) PWS servers 

36 What kind of session will maintain its identity as long as user stays within a site? 

  a) Cookie based session c) Session 

  b) Variable based session d) None of them 

37 A period of time during which a particular person, views a number of web pages at 

a particular machine is called as 

  a) Session c) Parsing 

  b) Cookies d) None of them 

38 A function that takes no argument s and return a string, which is unique key 

corresponding to a particular session 

  a) session_name ( ) c) session_id ( ) 

  b) session_params ( ) d) id ( ) 

39 Name, value, expire, patrh, httponly, domain, secure all of these are arguments of 

  a) session ( ) function c) reset_cookie ( ) function 

  b) setcookie ( ) function d) None of them 

40 Cookies were originally designed for ____________ 

  a)  Client side programming 

  b)  Server side programming 

 c)  Both Client side programming and Server side programming 

 d)  Socket programming 

41 The Cookie manipulation is done using which property? 
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  a)  cookie c)  manipulate 

  b)  cookies d)  manipulate cookie 

42 Which of the following explains Cookies nature? 

  a)  Non Volatile c)  Intransient 

  b)  Volatile d)  Transient 

43 Which attribute is used to extend the lifetime of a cookie? 

  a)  Higher-age c)  Max-age 

  b)  Increase-age d)  Lifetime 

44 Which of the following defines the Cookie visibility? 

  a)  Document Path c)  SessionStorage 

  b)  LocalStorage d)  All of the mentioned 

45 Which of the following can be used to configure the scope of the Cookie visibility? 

  a)  Path c)  Both Path and Domain 

  b)  Domain d)  Server 

46 Which one of the following is the very first task executed by a session enabled 

page? 

  a)  Delete the previous session 

  b)  Start a new session 

 c)  Check whether a valid session exists 

 d)  Handle the session 

47 How many ways can a session data be stored? 

  a) 3 c) 5 

  b) 4 d) 6 

48 Which directive determines how the session information will be stored? 

  a)  save_data c)  session.save_data 

  b)  session.save d)  session.save_handler 

49 Which one of the following is the default PHP session name? 

  a)  PHPSESSID c)  PHPSESSIONID 

  b)  PHPSESID d)  PHPIDSESS 

50 If session.use_cookie is set to 0, this results in use of _____________ 

  a)  Session c)  URL rewriting 

  b)  Cookie d)  Nothing happens 

51 If the directive session.cookie_lifetime is set to 3600, the cookie will live until 

____________ 

  a)  3600 sec c)  3600 hrs 

  b)  3600 min d)  the browser is restarted 
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52 Neglecting to set which of the following cookie will result in the cookie’s domain 

being set to the host name of the server which generated it. 

  a)  session.domain c)  session.cookie_path 

  b)  session.path d)  session.cookie_domain 

53 What is the default number of seconds that cached session pages are made 

available before the new pages are created? 

  a) 360 c) 3600 

  b) 180 d) 1800 

54 What is the default time(in seconds) for which session data is considered valid? 

  a) 1800 c) 1440 

  b) 3600 d) 1540 

55 Which one of the following function is used to start a session? 

  a)  start_session() c)  session_begin() 

  b)  session_start() d)  begin_session() 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   Position in Question Paper                                           Total Marks-14 

Q.1. e) 2-Marks. 

Q.1. g) 2-Marks. 

Q.3. a) 4-Marks. 

Q.5. a) 6-Marks. 

Q.5. c) 6-Marks. 

Q.6. a) 6-Marks. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Descriptive Question 

1. What is the purpose of the semicolon in MySQL queries? 

2. Explain field types of MySQL. 

3. Which command would you use to view the available databases or tables? 

4. How can you view the structure of a table? 

5. How do you connect to a MySQL database using mysqli? 

6. How do you connect mysql database with PHP? 

7. How do you submit a query to MySQL using mysqli? 

8. How can you retrieve a string containing an error message when a mysqli error occurs? 

9. How can you determine the number of rows returned by a mysqli query? 

10. How can you retrieve a particular row of data from a set of mysqli results? 

11. What negative effects can happen if you do not close the objects created by mysqli 

methods? 

12. List types of MySQL databases. 

13. Write the PHP code for fetching the data from a database to webpage? 

14. What is difference between mysql_fetch_object and mysql_fetch_array  

15. Explain mysql_num_rows and mysql_selectdb command 
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16. Write use of mysql _fetch row() a n m ysqlfetch_array() command  

17. Explain mysql_fetch_array()function. 

18. Write a PHP Script to display all the records of students (Name, Address, Class, 

Semester) from MySQL table std_info in table format. 

19. Explain use of query string with example in PHP. 

20. Write a PHP script to insert one record in student registration table ( roll_ no, name, 

city, mobile no) in MySQL database. 

21. Write a PHP script to read Account information for customer name, account 

no,account_type, branch_name, city, amount from Account table and display all this 

information in table format on output screen.Account table is in MySQL database. 

22. Describe mysql_connect() function of MySQL database using PHP.  

23. Write PHP script to select records in table of MySQL database  

24. Write PHP script to update record in table of MySQL database. 

25. Write PHP script to delete records in table of MySQL database 

26. List storage engine in MySQL. Explain any one. 

 

MCQ Question 

(Total number of Question=Marks*3=14*3=42) 

Note: Correct answer is marked with bold 

1 Which of the following method can be used to close a MySql database using PHP? 

  a) mysql_connect() c) mysql_close() 

  b) mysql_query() d) None of the above 

2 Which one of the following databases has PHP supported almost since the beginning? 

  a)  Oracle Database c)  SQL+ 

  b)  SQL d)  MySQL 

3 The updated MySQL extension released with PHP 5 is typically referred to as 

_______________ 

  a)  MySQL c)  mysqli 

  b) 
 mysql 

d)  Mysqly 
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4 Which one of the following lines need to be uncommented or added in the php.ini file 

so as to enable mysqli extension? 

  a)  extension=php_mysqli.dll c)  extension=php_mysqli.dl 

  b)  extension=mysql.dll d)  extension=mysqli.dl 

5  In which version of PHP was MySQL Native Driver(also known as mysqln 

introduced? 

  a)  PHP 5.0 c)  PHP 5.2 

  b)  PHP 5.1 d)  PHP 5.3 

6 Which one of the following statements is used to create a table? 

  a)  CREATE TABLE table_name (column_name column_typ; 
  b)  CREATE table_name (column_type column_nam; 

 c)  CREATE table_name (column_name column_typ; 

 d)  CREATE TABLE table_name (column_type column_nam; 

7 Which one of the following statements instantiates the mysqli class? 

  a)  mysqli = new mysqli() c)  $mysqli->new.mysqli() 

  b)  $mysqli = new mysqli() d)  mysqli->new.mysqli() 

8 Which one of the following statements can be used to select the database? 

  a)  $mysqli=select_db('databasename'); 

  b)  mysqli=select_db('databasename'); 

 c)  mysqli->select_db('databasename'); 

 d)  $mysqli->select_db('databasename'); 

9 Which one of the following methods can be used to diagnose and display information 

about a MySQL connection error? 

  a)  connect_errno() c)  mysqli_connect_errno() 

  b)  connect_error() d)  mysqli_connect_error() 

10 Which method returns the error code generated from the execution of the last MySQL 

function? 

  a)  errno() c)  errorno() 

  b)  errnumber() d)  errornumber() 

11 If there is no error, then what will the error() method return? 

  a)  TRUE c)  Empty String 

  b)  FALSE d) 0 

12 Which one of the following statements should be used to include a file? 

  a)  #include ‘filename’; c)  @include ‘filename’; 

  b)  include ‘filename’; d)  #include <filename>; 

13 Which one of the following methods is responsible for sending the query to the 

database? 

  a)  query() c)  sendquery() 

  b)  send_query() d)  mysqli_query() 

14 Which one of the following methods recuperates any memory consumed by a result 
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set? 

  a)  destroy() c)  alloc() 

  b)  mysqli_free_result() d)  free() 

15 Which of the methods are used to manage result sets using both associative and indexed 

arrays? 

  a)  get_array() and get_row() 

  b)  get_array() and get_column() 

 c)  fetch_array() and fetch_row() 

 d)  mysqli_fetch_array(), mysqli_fetch_row() 

16 Which one of the following method is used to retrieve the number of rows affected by 

an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE query? 

  a)  num_rows() c)  changed_rows() 

  b)  affected_rows() d)  mysqli_affected_rows() 

17 Which version of MySQL introduced the prepared statements? 

  a)  MySQL 4.0 c)  MySQL 4.2 

  b)  MySQL 4.1 d)  MySQL 4.3 

18 Which of the following methods is used to execute the statement after the parameters 

have been bound? 

  a)  bind_param() c)  bound_param() 

  b)  bind_result() d)  bound_result() 

19 Which one of the following methods is used to recuperating prepared statements 

resources? 

  a)  end() c)  mysqli_close() 

  b)  finish() d)  close() 

20 Which method retrieves each row from the prepared statement result and assigns the 

fields to the bound results? 

  a)  get_row() c)  fetch() 

  b)  fetch_row() d)  mysqli_fetch_row() 

21 Which method rolls back the present transaction? 

  a)  commit() c)  mysqli_rollback() 

  b)  undo() d)  rollback() 

22 Which of the following DBMSs do not have a native PHP extension? 

  a)  MySQL c)  Microsoft SQL Server 

  b)  IBM DB/2 d)  None of the above 

23 Transactions are used to treat sets of SQL statements atomically. 

  a)  True c) invalid 

  b)  False d) No 

24 SQL is not case sensitive. SELECT is the same as select. 

  a)  True c) invalid 

  b)  False d) No 

25 Which of the following is not an SQL aggregate function? 
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  a)  AVG c)  MAX 

  b)  SUM d)  CURRENT_DATE() 

26 What does the DESC keyword do in the following query? 

    SELECT *     

    FROM MY_TABLE     

    WHERE ID > 0     

    ORDER BY ID, NAME DESC     

  a)  It causes the dataset returned by the query to be sorted in descending order 

  b)  It causes rows with the same ID to be sorted by NAME in descending order 

  c)  It causes rows to be sorted by NAME first and then by ID 

  d)  It causes rows with the same ID to be sorted by NAME in ascending order 

27 The ............. statement is used to delete a table. 

  a)  DROP TABLE c)  DEL TABLE 

  b)  DELETE TABLE d)  REMOVE TABLE 

28 What will happen at the end of the following sequence of SQL commands? 

    BEGIN TRANSACTION     

    DELETE FROM MYTABLE WHERE ID=1  

    DELETE FROM OTHERTABLE     

    ROLLBACK TRANSACTION     

  a)  The contents of OTHERTABLE will be deleted 

  b)  The database will remain unchanged to all users except the one that executes these 

queries. 

  c)  The database will remain unchanged 

  d)  The contents of both OTHERTABLE and MYTABLE will be deleted 

29 Use the .............. to delete the data inside the table, and not the table itself? 

  a)  DROP TABLE c)  TRUNCATE TABLE 

  b)  DELETE TABLE d)  REMOVE TABLE 

30 In PHP in order to access MySQL database you will use: 

  a)  mysqlconnect() function c)  mysql_connect() function 

  b)  mysql-connect() function d)  sql_connect() function 

31 The database administrator uses the _____ command to revoke privileges from users. 

  a) REVOKE  c) GRANT 

  b) COMMIT                              d) ROLLBACK 

32 In MySQL, use the ____ data type for variable-length character columns. 

  a) CHAR  c) VARCHAR 

  b) BLOB  d) TEXT 

33 In order to use the ROLLBACK commands in MySQL, you need to change the value 

for _____ to 0. 

  a) COMMIT  c) ROLLBACK 

  b) AUTOCOMMIT  d) NONE 
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34 In MySQL, dates have the form _____. 

  a) A.MM-DD-YYYY                      c) B. DD-MM-YYYY 

  b) C.YYYY-MM-DD                     d) D. YYYY-DD-MM 

35 Which SQL statement is used to insert a new data in a database? 

  a) INSERT INTO  c) UPDATE 

  b) ADD  d) INSERT NEW 

36 You use the _____ clause to list data in a specific order. 

  a) GROUP BY                           c) B. SORT BY 

  b) ORDER BY                           d) D. HAVING 

37 What happens if you run a DELETE command that does not contain a WHERE clause? 

  a) Single row will be deleted 

  b) First row will be deleted 

 c) Last row will be deleted 

 d) All rows will be deleted from the table. 

38 Which of the following commands lists all the privileges granted to a user? 

  a) SHOW PRIVILEGES  c) SHOW GRANTS 

  b) SHOW REVOKE  d) NONE 

39 A SELECT command without a WHERE clause returns? 

  a) All the records from a table that match the previous WHERE clause 

  b) All the records from a table, or information about all the records 

 c) SELECT is invalid without a WHERE clause 

 d) Nothing 

40 Which of the following is the correct SQL statement to use to remove rows from a 

table? 

  a) DROP  c) REMOVE 

  b) DELETE  d) All of the above 

41 Which mysql function is used to select database and execute query at a time? 

  a) mysql_select_db()  c) mysql_query() 

  b) mysql_db_query()  d) mysql_result() 

42 How to create a new database? 

  a) create database Name        c)  describe database name 

  b) creative database name      d)  None of the above 

43 How to delete database? 

  a) create database             c) drop database 

  b) delete database             d) alter database 

44 How many types in database type categories? 

  a) Three                               c)  four 

  b) five d)  six 

45 Which are database type categories? 
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  a) Date & time  c) numeric 

  b) string            d) All above 

46 Which format display mysql data values? 

  a) yyyy-dd-mm                  c) dd-mm-yyyy 

  b) mm-dd-yyyy                  d) yyyy-mm-dd 

 


